Closed-form expressions for the Cauchy stress, microstress, moment-stress, and the torque-twist relationship in a twisted hollow circular tube are derived for a rigid-plastic strain-gradient plasticity. This is accomplished for any of the gradient-enhanced effective plastic strain measures from a considered broad class of these measures. Numerical results are given and discussed for the two most frequently utilized measures and for the three adopted stress-strain relationships modeling the uniaxial tension test. Solid circular rods and thin-walled tubes are both considered. The existence of the line forces is also discussed from the standpoint of the basic equilibrium considerations and the principle of virtual work.
Introduction
In the wake of Fleck and Hutchinson (1993) and Fleck et al. (1994) analyzes of the effects of strain-gradient on plastic response of materials at micron scale, there has been a great amount of research devoted to the development of what is now known as the strain-gradient plasticity. The representative references include, inter alia, the contributions by Hutchinson (1997, 2001 ) ; Nix and Gao (1998) ; Gao et al. (1999) ; Huang et al. (20 0 0, 20 04) ; Hutchinson (20 0 0, 2012) ; Gurtin (20 02, 20 03, 20 04) ; Gudmundson (2004) ; Anand et al. (2005a) ; Anand (2005a, 2005b, 20 09) ; Bardella (20 06, 20 07) ; Fleck and Willis (20 09a, 20 09b) ; Polizzotto (2009) ; Voyiadjis et al. (2010) ; Dahlberg et al. (2013) ; Nielsen and Niordson (2014) ; Fleck et al. (2014 Fleck et al. ( , 2015 ; Bardella and Panteghini (2015) ; Anand et al. (2015b) . In most of these works the material length parameter is introduced in the theory through the definition of the gradient-enhanced effective plastic strain, which combines the contributions from the effective plastic strain and the effective plastic strain-gradient. Physically, the size-dependence in non-uniform deformation problems at micron scale has been attributed to the existence of large gradients of plastic strain and the associated network of the so-called geometrically necessary dislocations. The increase of the plastic collapse limit load with the decreasing specimen size was pointed out and elaborated upon by Polizzotto (2010 Polizzotto ( , 2011 .
The objective of the present paper is to derive the complete stress field (microstress, moment-stress, and the Cauchy stress) * Fax: +1 858 534 5698. -mail address: vlubarda@ucsd.edu and the torque-twist relationship for a twisted hollow circular tube made of a rigid-plastic material by using any of the gradientenhanced effective plastic strain measures from a wide class of these measures frequently adopted in the literature. Special attention is given to measures defined by the linear and harmonic sum of the effective plastic strain and its gradient, scaled by the material length. The torsion testing of thin wires was a benchmark problem demonstrating the size effect at micron scale ( Fleck et al., 1994 ) , which was further studied, using different constitutive models, by many investigators, including ( Fleck and Hutchinson, 1997; Fleck et al., 2014; Huang et al., 20 0 0; Gudmundson, 20 04; Voyiadjis and Abu Al-Rub, 2005; Idiart et al., 2009; Polizzotto, 2011; Liu et al., 2013; Lubarda, 2016a ) . The general results derived in this paper hold for an arbitrary expression representing the stress-plastic strain response in simple tension, although numerical evaluations are performed by adopting three specific expressions.
E

Gradient-enhanced effective plastic strain
In a simple formulation of the deformation theory of straingradient plasticity ( Hutchinson, 2012 ) , the specific plastic work (per unit volume) is expressed in terms of the gradient-enhanced effective plastic strain E p by
where σ 0 = σ 0 ( p ) represents the stress-strain curve from the uniaxial tension test. The expression (1) implies that the plastic work needed to deform the material element in the presence of straingradients is equal to that at the same strain in the absence of gradients.
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A wide class of the gradient-enhanced effective plastic strain measures, each involving one material length parameter l , is ( Evans and Hutchinson, 2009; Fleck and Hutchinson, 1997 ) 
where e p is the effective plastic strain and g p the effective plastic strain-gradient, defined by
Principle of virtual work
The principle of virtual work of strain-gradient plasticity reads ( Gudmundson, 20 04; Gurtin and Anand, 20 05a, 20 05b; Fleck et al., 2014 )
provided that the equations of equilibrium hold
and the traction-stress relations
between the traction vector T i and the Cauchy stress tensor σ ij , and between the (deviatoric) moment-traction tensor t ij are the moment-stress tensor τ ijk . The components of the outward unit vector, orthogonal to the considered surface element, are denoted by n i . The displacement components are u i .
In the case of a rigid-plastic material, the principle of virtual work reads
The three independent traction components ˆ T i are
while the two independent higher-order traction components ˆ R i , tangential to S , are
with t i j = τ i jk n j n k . The utilized surface gradient operator is defined by
where D is the projection of the gradient operator to the surface normal, D = n j (∂ /∂ x j ) . The spherical component of Cauchy stress σ ii /3 was used in (20) as the Lagrange multiplier, associated with the incompressibility constraint p j j = 0 ( Fleck and Willis, 2009b ) .
If the surface S has edges, an additional term appears on the right-hand side of (20) , given by
where p i are the line forces along the edges C n of the smooth parts S n of a piece-wise smooth surface S . For example, the line force along an edge formed by the intersection of two smooth surface segments S (1) and S (2) is where n ( i ) is the unit outward normal to surface S ( i ) (i = 1 , 2) , and
The vector c ( i ) is the unit tangent vector along the intersecting edge of the two surfaces with S ( i ) to the left. The first subscript in τ ijk specifies the normal to the surface over which the τ ijk component acts, the second index specifies the orientation of the forces, and the third index specifies the orientation of the lever arm between the two forces of the doublet. Details of the derivation are given in the appendix of the paper.
Torsion of a hollow circular tube
The effects of strain-gradients on plastic response have been studied for various problems at micron scale, including bending and torsion of thin beams and wires, plastic void growth, and indentation hardness testing ( Fleck et al., 1994; Hutchinson, 1997, 2001; Stölken and Evans, 1998; Gao et al., 1999; Nix and Gao, 1998; Huang et al., 20 0 0; Gudmundson, 20 04; Voyiadjis and Abu Al-Rub, 2005; Idiart et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2013 ) . We consider in this section a torsion of a hollow circular tube made of a rigidplastic material. This is appealing because the problem allows the derivation of the closed-form analytical expressions for the stress and moment-stress fields for any choice of s in the definition of the gradient-enhanced effective plastic strain (2) , and for any assumed stress-strain relation in uniaxial tension test σ 0 = σ 0 ( p ) . It also allows a deduction of the solutions for a solid rod and a thinwalled tube as special cases.
The outer radius of the tube is denoted by a and the inner radius by ψa , where 0 ≤ ψ < 1. The applied torque is denoted by T and the corresponding angle of rotation (relative to the fixed end)
by φ( L ), where L is the length of the tube ( Fig. 1 ) . If the applied torque T > T Y , the non-vanishing strain components are
where θ is the angle of twist (per unit length of the tube), and ( r , ϕ, z ) are the cylindrical coordinates with z along the central axis of the tube. The corresponding strain tensor is
where ( i r , i ϕ , i z ) are the unit vectors of the cylindrical coordinate system, and designates the tensor product. Recalling that the gradient operator in cylindrical coordinates is
the strain-gradient tensor is found to be
with the nonvanishing physical components
Since elastic component of strain is absent in the case of a rigid-plastic model, there is no deformation for T ≤ T Y , while for T > T Y the entire deformation is plastic. The expression for T Y will be derived in the sequel. Assuming proportional straining and the framework of the deformation theory of strain-gradient plasticity from Sections 2 -4 , we find from (3) e p = 2 3
Upon the substitution of (30) into (2) , the gradient-enhanced effective plastic strain and its gradient are found to be
This type of expression for E p was also derived in the analysis of wire torsion by Liu et al. (2013) ; see their equation (43). The plots of E p vs. r along the radius of a twisted solid rod for three selected values of s and two values of the material length l are shown in Fig. 2 . For any θ , the entire contribution to E p at the center of a solid rod is from the strain-gradient. As r increases the strain contribution increases, while the strain-gradient contribution remains constant. If l a , the strain contribution in the outer portion of the rod (near r = a ) is a dominant contribution to E p .
The microstress and the moment-stress components can be determined by introducing (31) into (14) , with the results . Physical interpretation of the relationship between the Cauchy stress σ z ϕ , the microstress q z ϕ , and the moment-stress τ z ϕr . The microstress q z ϕ and the gradient of the moment-stress τ z ϕr, r combine to give the Cauchy stress σzϕ = q zϕ − τzϕr,r .
The Cauchy stress follows from the second of the equilibrium conditions in (17) as
Upon evaluating τ z ϕr, r from (33) and using (32) , Eq. (34) gives
i.e.,
In addition, from (25) , the circumferential line force along the outer radius r = a of the cross-section of the tube is p ϕ = τ zϕr (a ) , while p ϕ = −τ zϕr (ψa ) along the inner radius r = ψa . Physically, these line forces are the consequence of the fact that within the cross-section of the tube the adjacent moment-stress components ( τ z ϕr and τ zϕr + τ zϕr,r d r) combine at each point along the radius r with the microstress q z ϕ to give the Cauchy stress σ zϕ = q zϕ − τ zϕr,r ( Fig. 3 ) , except at the end points of the cross-section r = a and r = ψa, where τ z ϕr is left unpaired. This gives rise to concentrated line forces p ϕ along the edges r = a and r = ψa . Thus, within each cross-section of the tube, the Cauchy stress/line force system ( σ z ϕ , p ϕ ) is equipollent to the microstress/moment-stress system ( q z ϕ , τ z ϕr , τ zr ϕ ), both systems being statically equivalent to the applied torque T . If the actual application of the torque at the end z = L is different from that predicted by the solution, the Saint-Venant's principle can be invoked and the derived solution applies sufficiently away from the end. The existence of the concentrated line forces is a peculiar feature of the adopted rigid-plastic strain-gradient material model. If the elastic-plastic model was adopted instead, the line forces would not appear, as elaborated in great detail by Engelen et al. (2006) in their analysis of beam bending. They showed that the elastoplastic solution reproduces the rigid-plastic solution in the limit when the modulus of elasticity E → ∞ . The rapidly increasing elastoplastic stress in the boundary layer near the edges gives rise to line forces in the rigid-plastic limit.
Results for s = 1 and s = 2
For s = 1 , the derived expressions simplify to
For s = 2 , the results are 0 . 225 (these values are discussed in Section 7 ). The material length parameter is chosen to be l = a/ 4 for all curves. The corresponding plots of the moment-stress τ z ϕr are shown in Fig. 5 . For s = 1 , the moment-stress τ z ϕr increases with r (for γ > 0), while for s = 2 the moment-stress τ z ϕr is a decreasing function of r , with the vanishing slope at r = 0 . As a consequence, the stress σ z ϕ is smaller than the microstress q z ϕ in the case s = 1 , and greater than q z ϕ in the case s = 2 . Furthermore, the shear stress in the case s = 2 is zero at the center of the rod, see (42) , while in the case s = 1 expression (39) predicts a non-zero value at r = 0 . For s = 1 and γ = 0 + (limit to zero from above) the stress is constant and equal to σ 0 Y / √ 3 , resembling the ultimate (limit) state in the case of classical ideal plasticity. Similar plots can be obtained for other two
Torque-twist relationship
The torque required to produce a given twist θ can be obtained from the overall moment-equilibrium condition. If the Cauchy stress σ z ϕ and the line forces p ϕ are used, the expression is ( Lubarda, 2016a ) 
If the microstress q z ϕ and the moment-stresses τ z ϕr and τ zr ϕ are used instead ( Fig. 6 ), the expression is
The equivalency of (43) and (44) 
Since p ϕ (a ) = τ zϕr (a ) , p ϕ (ψa ) = −τ zϕr (ψa ) , and τ zrϕ = −τ zϕr , the torque expression (44) reduces to (43) . The expression (44) was established directly by the consideration of the moment equilibrium. It can also be derived by equating the rate of the external work (per unit length of the tube) with the rate of the internal work, i.e.,
which reproduces (44) . The expressions analogous to (26) and (29) were used for the rate-of-strain tensor and its gradient.
We proceed with the evaluation of the torque by using (44) . Since, by (33) ,
(44) becomes
Upon the substitution of (32) for q z ϕ , the following general expression is obtained
This can be interpreted as the torque required to twist the solid rod of radius a , minus the torque required to twist by the same amount ( θ ) the solid rod of radius ψa . The torque's rate of change with the twist θ is
The right-hand sides of (49) and (50) for the torque for any choice of s . This is
where E * p is the gradient-enhanced effective plastic strain evaluated at the mid-radius of the tube a * = a − δ/ 2 = (1 + ψ ) a/ 2 .
Closed form expressions for the torque-twist relationship
In this section we derive the torque-twist expression T = T (θ )
for s = 1 and s = 2 , assuming that the stress-strain relationship from uniaxial tension test is modeled by either of the following three expressions , while the initial hardening rate according to the second relation is infinitely large. The third relation is not a rigid-plastic type relationship, but a nonlinear elastic type relation, which for the appropriately small values of the exponent M gives a stress-strain curve resembling an elastoplastic response during loading, having a steep response near the zero stress. The comparison of the three stress-strain curves from (52) is shown in Fig. 7 a. The material parameters are adjusted so that all three curves give σ 0 (0 . 1) = 2 σ 0 Y , which is approximately an increase of stress due to hardening in polycrystalline copper after 10% strain, see experimental data reported in Fleck et al. (1994) and Liu et al. (2013) . Fig. 7 b shows the comparison of the corresponding harden-
Uniaxial stress-strain relation A
The first considered stress-strain relation from the uniaxial tension test is
The
, where h 0 is the initial hardening rate. By substituting (53) into (49) , the torque-twist expression in the case s = 1 is found to be
n + 2
where
For θ = 0 , the yield threshold torque is
Similarly, in the case s = 2 the torque-twist expression is
For θ = 0 , the yield torque is
Uniaxial stress-strain relation B
If the uniaxial stress-strain curve is
the torque-twist relationship in the case s = 1 becomes The yield torque is obtained by specifying θ = 0 in (61) , which reproduces (56) . In the case s = 2 , the torque-twist relationship is
The yield torque is obtained by specifying θ = 0 in (62) , which reproduces (59) .
Uniaxial stress-strain relation C
In the strain-gradient analysis of Fleck and Hutchinson (1997) , a power-law dependence of the strain energy density on the gradient-enhanced effective strain was assumed, which gives rise to a power-law nonlinear elastic-type relation
By substituting (63) into (49) , the torque expression is found to be
This can be integrated in the case s = 1 to give
The torque required to produce a twist θ in the absence of straingradient effect is
Thus, for each ψ, the ratio T (θ ) /T l=0 (θ ) is independent of θ , being dependent only on l / a and M .
For a solid rod ( ψ = 0 ), the above two expressions reduce to
and
The last two expressions are in agreement with the Fleck and Hutchinson (1997) expression (2.28), apart from the different definition of the gradient-enhanced effective strain and the corresponding material length l . They derived their expression by exploring the assumed homogeneity of the strain energy function and the corresponding torque-twist relationship. The torque expression in the case s = 2 , upon integration of (64) , is
with the same expression for T l=0 (θ ) as in (66) . For a solid rod ( ψ = 0 ), (69) reduces to
where T l=0 (θ ) is given by (68) . Expression (70) is equivalent to expression (49) of Liu et al. (2013) , and reproduces the Fleck and Hutchinson (1997) expression (2.29) , with the adjustment to their definition of the material length l . These authors used experimental data for torsional response of thin copper wires to estimate the value of l that fits the data best. See also the torque-twist integral expression (35) from Huang et al. (20 0 0) , obtained by using the mechanism-based strain-gradient plasticity approach of Nix and Gao (1998) and Gao et al. (1999) . In the elastoplastic constitutive model used by Gudmundson (2004) , the torque-twist relationship was determined numerically from his expressions (56) Fig. 7 a, the red curves to ( k, N ) curve, and the blue curves for ( c, M ) curve. The predicted torque above the strain of about 2% is almost the same, with the differences pronounced below that level of strain. Fig. 8 b shows the same in the case s = 2 . The extent of strain with the notable torque differences is about 3 to 4%. Furthermore, by comparing parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 8 it is observed that the increase of the material length l increases the torque significantly more in the case s = 1 than in the case s = 2 . Fig. 9 shows the results for a thin-walled tube of thickness δ = a/ 10 . The same ratios l / a are used as in Fig. 8 , although smaller values may be more appropriate for a thin-walled tube, since δ is the smallest geometric dimension in that case. It may be noted from Figs. 8 and 9 that there is a strong effect of l on the initial yield strength, but relatively small effect on the strengthening rate at sufficiently large values of γ . This is qualitatively in accord with experimental observations by Fleck et al. (1994) , who observed the strong influence of the diameter of twisted wires on the yield strength, but relatively small effect on the strain hardening; see also a related discussion by Evans and Hutchinson (2009) . In the case of a thin-walled tube, the analytical results from earlier sections can be simplified by the approximation δ/ a 1. For a thin-walled tube, the yield threshold torques in (56) and (59) , corresponding to s = 1 and s = 2 , can be also determined from the approximate expression
which follows from (51) . The mid-radius of the tube is a * and the wall-thickness is δ a * . The plots of (71) corresponding to δ = a * / 10 are shown in Fig. 10 . There is a much more pronounced effect of the increase of l / a * on the increase od T Y in the case s = 1 than s = 2 . The strain-gradient effects for a thin-walled tube are less pronounced than for a solid rod, because near the center of a solid rod the strain-gradient effects are dominant, the strain itself being there relatively small (or zero at the center). On the other hand, in a thin-walled tube, the strain is nearly constant across the small thickness of the tube and thus dominantly contributes to E * p in (51) for l a * . As already pointed out, in fitting experimental data, different values of l may be needed for s = 1 and s = 2 . The same observations were made in the analysis of twisted solid rods by Fleck and Hutchinson (1997) within their model of straingradient plasticity. See also the experimental and theoretical study of size effects in torsion of thin metal wires by Liu et al. (2013) .
Conclusion
The objective of the present paper was to derive the stress fields and the torque-twist relationship for a hollow circular tube made of a rigid-plastic material with any of the adopted gradientenhanced effective plastic strain measures from a wide class of these measures defined by (2) . The microstress q z ϕ is specified by (32) , the moment-stress τ z ϕr by (33) , and the Cauchy stress σ z ϕ by (36) . The line forces are also evaluated and discussed from the standpoint of the basic equilibrium considerations and the principle of virtual work, derived in the appendix of the paper. For the two most commonly used measures, defined as a linear and harmonic sum of the effective plastic strain and its gradient ( s = 1 and s = 2 ), the stress fields are given by (37) - (39) and (40) - (42) . The results are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5 for the selected material properties and the chosen material length parameter. In Section 6 we derive a general expression for the torque-twist relationship, given by (49) . This is used in Section 7 to obtain the closed-form expressions corresponding to two aforementioned measures of the gradient-enhanced effective plastic strain ( s = 1 and s = 2 ). Three appealing expressions are adopted to model the stress-strain response in uniaxial tension, listed in (52) . The results for selected values of the material length parameter are shown in Fig. 8 for a solid rod, and in Fig. 9 for a thin-walled tube. The torque required to produce a given amount of twist is significantly more increased by the increase of the material length parameter in the case s = 1 than in the case s = 2 . An approximate expression for the torque is derived for a thin-walled tube, given by (51) , which applies for any s ≥ 1. The corresponding yield threshold value is specified by (71) . The results are compared with the related results from the literature. They can be potentially useful for the further studies of the size effect in torsion and the relationship between analytical predictions and experimental observations. The extension of the presented analysis to bending of thin beams is presented in a separate paper ( Lubarda, 2016b ) .
Assuming that S is a smooth surface, the application of the surface divergence theorem ( Brand, 1947; Toupin, 1962; Mindlin, 1964 Mindlin, , 1965 to the first integral on the right-hand side of (81) gives
so that (80) becomes 
The number of independent higher-order boundary conditions can be reduced from three to two by incorporating the kinematic restriction on the normal component of D ( δu i ) on S , imposed by the incompressibility constraint
To incorporate (85) into (84) , we first decompose R i into its component ˆ R i = R i − n i n j R j , tangential to S , and the component n i n j R j normal to S . This gives
The second integral on the right-hand side can be recast as
The application of the surface divergence theorem to the first integral on the right-hand side of (87) gives
Consequently, (86) becomes
